1. Staircase and elevator shaft start reading as one?

2. Mound profiles do not have to be the same, differing views dictate taller/shorter, steeper/flatter, etc...

Landscape Elements?
The mounds create new horizon lines for the green roof. How steep can their profiles get? Can they be notched into (ie, for the elevator volume, HVAC, etc...)

3. Created horizons

4. Staircase is extended with fire-rated enclosure with possible secondary glass “foyer” applied to the exterior? How wide/long? The glass ceiling of this room can reveal the foliage above the staircase enclosure.
Horizon Elements?
Should their coverage differ? What are the layers of material?
Height of foam layers? Maximum slopes?
Structural Elements?

Can we use a structural platform to distribute the weight of a deeper planting bed to the existing beams?

outside structure?

how wide is the planting bed?

inside structure?
Two mounds, Middle platform, Stair & elevator planting beds, Glass addition, Large grove
Building Option B
Unified staircase/elevator volume + glass enclosure